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Abstract
Introduction This study aims to demonstrate the added val-
ue of a 3D fat-saturated (FS) T1 sampling perfection with
application-optimised contrast using different flip angle
evolutions (SPACE) sequence compared to 2D FS T1 spin
echo (SE) for the diagnosis of cervical artery dissection.
Methods Thirty-one patients were prospectively evaluated on
a 1.5-T MR system for a clinical suspicion of acute or sub-
acute cervical artery dissection with 3D T1 SPACE sequence.
In 23 cases, the axial 2D FS T1 SE sequence was also used;
only these cases were subsequently analysed. Two neuroradi-
ologists independently and blindly assessed the 2D and 3D T1
sequences. The presence of recent dissection (defined as a T1
hyperintensity in the vessel wall) and the quality of fat sup-
pression were assessed. The final diagnosis was established in
consensus, after reviewing all the imaging and clinical data.
Results Overall sensitivity and specificity were 0.929 and 1
for axial T1 SE, and 0.965 and 0.945 for T1 SPACE (P>0.05),
respectively. The two readers had excellent agreement for both
sequences (k=1 and 0.8175 for T1 SE and T1 SPACE, re-
spectively; P>0.05). The quality of the fat saturation was
similar. Very good fat saturation was obtained in the upper

neck. Multiplanar reconstructions were very useful in tortuous
regions, such as the atlas loop of the vertebral artery or the
carotid petrous entry. 3D T1 SPACE sequence has a shorter
acquisition time (3 min 25 s versus 5 min 32 s for one T1 SE
sequence) and a larger coverage area.
Conclusion 3D T1 SPACE sequence offers similar informa-
tion with its 2D counterpart, in a shorter acquisition time
and larger coverage area.

Keywords Cervical artery dissection . Magnetic resonance
imaging . T1 fat-saturated . T1 SPACE sequence

Introduction

Cervical arterial dissection is a recognised cause of 10–25 %
of the ischemic strokes in young and middle-aged patients
[1]. Most commonly, the dissected arteries are the internal
carotid (ICA) and vertebral arteries (VA); common carotid
arteries are mostly involved in post-traumatic dissections or
associated with aortic arch dissection [2]. Conventional
angiography is considered the golden standard for dissection
diagnosis due to the precise delineation of the luminal
abnormalities, but its use is limited by its invasiveness and
cost. Also, the failure to directly show the vessel wall
hematoma is a serious limitation of this technique [3].

MR imaging has been described as a non-invasive meth-
od to diagnose dissection in a single comprehensive scan
[4–8], showing both the luminal abnormalities and the ves-
sel wall hematoma. Various techniques of MR angiography
of the head and neck vessels, e.g. time of flight (TOF) or
gadolinium-enhanced head and neck angiography, depict
narrowing of the lumen or complete vessel occlusion. TOF
sequence is sensitive to the moving protons and to the
methemoglobin, having the potential of showing both the
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circulating lumen and the wall hematoma [9], but it over-
estimates the high-grade stenosis and it is time consuming
when used over large arterial segments, such as the whole
length of the cervical arteries. Contrast-enhanced MR angiog-
raphy has a short acquisition time and depicts well the perme-
able arterial lumen, but it is of limited value in showing the
wall hematoma [8]. In doubtful cases, high-resolution MR
sequences with surface coils could be also used [7, 10], but
obtaining them in the acute phase might be difficult [9].
Currently, the diagnosis of the wall hematoma is based on
2D T1-weighted fat-saturated (FS) spin echo (SE) sequence
[11]. Fat suppression imaging is required to clearly distinguish
the hyperintensity associated with methemoglobin, suggestive
of subacute intramural haemorrhage, from the surrounding fat
tissue. Thin T1 SE FS axial slices need to be performed before
contrast injection, hence, before the contrast-enhanced angi-
ography can localise the suspected dissection, and so must
cover all arteries of the neck. This becomes very time con-
suming when using an axial 2D sequence.

Sampling perfection with application-optimised contrast
using different flip angle evolutions (SPACE) sequence with
flexible reordering, optimised contrast and motion sensitising
gradient can provide fast 3D isotropic T1 FS images, with
very good dark blood contrast. They allow multiplanar and
curved reconstruction that are of particular interest given the
anatomical tortuosity of the carotid and vertebral arteries.

Our goal was to demonstrate that 3D T1 SPACE FS se-
quence could not only be a useful adjunct to a cervical artery
dissection protocol but could also replace the FS T1 SE
sequence.

Methods

Patients The study was approved by the local ethics commit-
tee. Thirty-one patients (18 men, 13 women) were included in
this study. They all presented acutely with clinical symptoms
suggestive of carotid or vertebral dissection (cervicalgia, head-
ache, Horner syndrome and/or various central neurological
deficits). Their mean age was 49.2±14.8 years. A neurologist
experienced in the care of patients with cervical arteries dissec-
tion performed medical history and clinical examination.

MR acquisition All patients were examined on a 1.5-T
Espree MRI scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). All
scans were performed with the standard head and neck coil
combination (18 elements). Twenty-three (74.2 %) of the
patients had both axial T1 SE FS and 3D T1 SPACE FS
sequences; only these patients were included in the subse-
quent analysis. All patients except patient number 6 had
gadolinium-enhanced head and neck angiography.

To achieve long echo trains for the T1 SPACE sequence,
the refocusing flip angles were adjusted to provide a specific

prescribed signal evolution for T1 and T2 relaxation times
of interest, with “target” T1 and T2 being new sequence
parameters that can be set freely to control the flip angle
variation [12]. In practice, it is not feasible to test several
target T1, T2 pairs for contrast optimization of the 3D T1
weighted SPACE sequence for head and neck, and we fixed
T1 target and T2 target values at 940 and 100 ms, respec-
tively. Since view ordering can strongly influence image
quality when signal modulation is present, the prototype
3D T1 SPACE sequence implements a new k-space reorder-
ing scheme that also improves flexibility and efficiency in
setting acquisition parameters. For example, the turbo factor
can now be accessed directly and echo train lengths can be
controlled independently of matrix size [13]; it enables new
parameters like elliptical scanning [14] and improves image
quality by adapting the k-space sampling strategy to partic-
ular desired weighting and examinations environments. In
our case, spatially selective excitation was used, followed by
linearly reordered acquisition. A dummy echoes in the be-
ginning of the echo train was also set.

Each 3D T1 SPACE FS acquisition consists of a large
coronal stack with a left-right phase encoding direction and
around 56 partitions. Fat saturation was obtained using a
Spectral Adiabatic Inversion Recovery (SPAIR) fat satura-
tion design. Parallel acquisition (iPAT=2) and variable flip
angles along the echo train (T2 flip angle variation mode
(evolution mode 1)) were used.

Axial T1 SE sequence was performed with the following
parameters: echo time (TE) 10 ms, repetition time (TR)
817 ms, flip angle 150°, spectral saturation of fat, 2 excita-
tions, field of view (FOV) 26×33 cm, 374×512 matrix,
thickness 3 mm, 20 slices, and acquisition time 5 min 32 s.
3D T1 SPACE sequence was performed in coronal plane, with
the following parameters: TE 22 ms, TR 750 ms, variable flip
angle, SPAIR fat saturation mode, averages 1.4, FOV 23×
23 cm, 256×256 matrix (interpolated 512×512), 56 slices,
and acquisition time 3 min 25 s. Detailed MR parameters for
2D and 3D T1 FS sequences are given in Table 1.

Post-processing For each patient, coronal, oblique and/or
curvilinear multiplanar reconstructions were generated from
3D T1 SPACE datasets. The 3D datasets were analysed
using the 3D Syngo (Siemens, Erlangen Germany) task
card. Thin maximum intensity projection or multiplanar
reconstructions were obtained in any orientation depending
on the region of interest.

Image evaluation Two image datasets containing the ano-
nymised T1 SE FS and 3D T1 SPACE images for the 23
patients that had both sequences were retrospectively and
independently evaluated by two neuroradiologists (V.C. and
M.I.V. with 6 and 10 years of experience in neuroradiology,
respectively), blinded to the final diagnosis. Dissection was
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diagnosed as a crescent T1 hyperintensity in the wall of carotid
and/or vertebral arteries, with variable luminal abnormalities
(from normal to occlusion). Each set of images was classified
as “yes” or “no” for dissection. Additionally, they noted the
quality of the fat saturation, according to the following scale:
“diagnostic” (no fat visible in proximity of the vessels) and
“non-diagnostic” (fat surrounding vessels not completely
saturated).

Statistical analysis Interobserver agreement for each T1 FS
sequence was estimated by using the kappa coefficient of
agreement. Values were interpreted as suggested by Landis
and Koch [15]. Two-tailed t test for independent samples
with significance level of .05 was used.

Diagnosis The final diagnosis of acute dissection was estab-
lished according to the clinical picture, physical examination,
MR angiography signs of luminal abnormalities, and vessel
wall hematoma on at least one T1 FS sequence [16]. When

available, follow-up MR exams looking for modifications
suggestive of previous dissection (normalisation of arterial
lumen, disappearance of wall abnormalities, residual stenosis
or occlusion, pseudo-aneurysm formation) were used to con-
firm the diagnosis.

Results

Final diagnosis of acute or subacute dissection was estab-
lished in 14 patients (60.87 %). In one patient, we have
found an old dissection, in another one, an acute atheroscle-
rotic vertebral occlusion; the other seven patients (30.43 %)
had no luminal or parietal arterial abnormalities. Follow-up
MR imaging was available in 10 out of these 14 patients
(71.43 %), showing three cases of normalisation of the
vessel wall and lumen, two cases of residual stenosis, two
cases of persistent occlusion and three cases of pseudo-
aneurysmal formation.

Table 1 Main parameters of the T1 SE FS and 3D T1 SPACE FS sequences

Sequence
type

Number of
slices/matrix

Voxel size (mm) Flip angle (degrees) TE (ms)/TR
(ms)/TA (min)

Bandwidth
(Hz/pixel)

Specific parameters

T1 SE FS 20/374×512 0.7×0.65×3 150° 10/817/5 min 32 s 215 Number of excitations=2, ETL=3,
spectral saturation of fat, iPAT=2

3D T1 FS
SPACE

56/256×256
(interpolated
512×512)

Isotropic 0.9 mm
(interpolated
isotropic 0.45 mm)

Variable 22/750/3 min 25 s 574 T1 flip angle var modea,
averages=1.4, ETL =42,
SPAIR fat saturation mode,
iPAT=2, echo train duration=114,
slab selective, partial Fourier
allowed, 1 discarded echo,
linear reordering

TE echo time, TR repetition time, ETL echo train length, TA acquisition time
a T1 var mode (TE=13 ms, TR=750 ms, TF=5, RF pulse type=normal, SPAIR fat sat)

Table 2 Clinical and imaging
data of the patients with
acute dissection

ICA internal carotid artery, S
spontaneous, T traumatic

Age/sex Clinical picture Mechanism Artery involved Ischemic lesion

1 61/M Horner syndrome, hemiplegia S Left ICA +

2 54/M Hemiparesthesia, dysarthria S Right ICA +

3 52/F Horner syndrome S Right ICA −

4 39/F Right facial paralysis, dysarthria S Left ICA +

5 36/M Cerebellar syndrome T Left V2–V3 +

6 45/M Horner syndrome, facial hypoesthesia T Left ICA −

7 33/F Cervicalgia S Left V2–V3 −

8 31/M Horner syndrome, hemiparesthesia T Right V1–V2 −

9 49/M Swallowing difficulties S Left V1–V2 +

10 61/M Headache S Bilateral ICA −

11 21/M Coma T Right ICA +

12 55/M Visual troubles, Horner syndrome S Left ICA −

13 44/M Headache S Right V4 −

14 50/M Aphasia, Horner syndrome S Left ICA +
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Main demographic and imaging data for the patients with
acute dissection are provided in Table 2. Ages ranged be-
tween 21 and 61 years. These patients presented with vari-
ous symptoms, including Horner syndrome, cervicalgia,
headache, diverse motor and sensitive deficits and coma.
The dissection was spontaneous in ten (71.43 %) of cases
and traumatic in four (28.57 %) of cases.

MR examination was performed between 1 and 45 days
after the symptom onset (mean interval 12±8 days).

Both T1 FS sequences showed similar T1 hyperintense
patterns in the vessel wall, suggestive of recent hematoma
(Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4). No patient had the MR exam in the
hyperacute phase (first 24 h after the onset). In three patients

(1, 4 and 6), theMR examwas performed in the acute phase of
evolution (between 1 and 3 days after the onset), and the wall
hematoma was slightly T1 hyperintense, but clearly distin-
guishable as it was contrasted between the hypointense arterial
flow and the saturated surrounding fat (Figs. 1 and 3). Patient
8 had the MR exam 45 days after the clinical onset, but the
wall hematoma was still visible hyperintense on both T1 FS
sequences. All the other patients were explored on MR in the
subacute phase (between 3 and 30 days), with excellent visi-
bility of the wall hematoma on both T1 sequences.

Sensitivity and specificity were not different for the two
methods (P>0.05). Overall sensitivity and specificity were
0.929 and 1 for axial T1 SE FS, and 0.965 and 0.945 for T1

Fig. 1 Patient no. 4, 39-year-old woman, presented with right facial
paralysis and dysarthria after coughing effort. Sagittal (a), coronal (b)
and axial (c) reconstructions of 3D T1 FS SPACE images show the
arterial wall hyperintensity in the pre-petrous segment of the left ICA.

Contiguous thin MIP reconstructions clearly delineate the topography
and the extension of the wall hematoma in the coronal (d–f), sagittal
(g–i) and axial planes (j–l). Axial 2D T1 SE FS images (m–p) show the
crescent-like hyperintensity of the wall hematoma
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SPACE, respectively. The two readers had very good agree-
ment for both sequences (kappa=1 and 0.8175 for T1 SE
and T1 SPACE, respectively; P>0.05).

The agreement between the two reviewers was excellent
for the quality of fat saturation on T1 SE FS sequences; all
cases were considered by both reviewers to have diagnostic
fat saturation (no fat visible in proximity of the vessels). It is
noteworthy that in 20 cases (86.95 %), the T1 SE FS
sequence was performed only at the upper cervical level;
in the remaining three cases, performed at the lower cervical
level, the quality of fat saturation was considered appropri-
ate by both reviewers, but there was always some remaining
superficial fat hyperintense on T1.

On 3D FS T1 SPACE sequence, both reviewers considered
20 cases (86.96%) to have diagnostic fat suppression included
and one case to have non-diagnostic fat suppression (fat
surrounding vessels at the lower cervical level not completely
saturated). The remaining two cases involved disagreement
over the quality of fat saturation in the lower cervical areas,
surrounding the common carotid arteries and V1 segments of

the vertebral arteries. The kappa coefficient of agreement
between the two reviewers for diagnostic versus non-
diagnostic categories was 0.465 (moderate agreement).

ICA was acutely dissected in nine patients (in five cases,
the left ICA; three cases, right ICA; and in one case, both
ICAs), always in the sub-petrous segment; in patient 14,
there was an old dissection of the right ICA and a new
dissection of the left ICA. We have found no case of com-
mon carotid artery dissection. VAwas involved in five cases
(left one in three cases and right one in two cases; V1–V2 in
two cases, V2–V3 in two cases, only V4 in one case).

In six cases (42.86 %), cerebral ischemic lesions were
found in the territory irrigated by the dissected artery.

Discussion

This study demonstrates the added value of the 3D T1 FS
SPACE sequence, compared to the 2D T1 SE FS sequence,
in patients with acute or subacute carotid or vertebral artery

Fig. 2 Patient no. 13, 44-year-
old male, presented with
spontaneous headache.
Multiple straight (upper row)
and curvilinear (middle row)
MPRs depict the topography
and extension of the subacute
mural hematoma in the V4
segment of the right vertebral
artery. In the lower row, notice
the corresponding axial images
of the 2D T1 SE FS acquisition

Fig. 3 Patient no. 1, 61-year-
old man with Horner syndrome
and right hemiplegia without
any identified favouring factor.
Coronal (a), axial (b) and
curved (c) reconstructions of
3D T1 FS SPACE clearly
delineate the wall hematoma’s
hyperintensity suggestive of
subacute dissection of a very
tortuous pre-petrous left ICA
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dissection using a standardmulti-array surface coil at 1.5 T. The
advantages of the T1 3D FS SPACE sequence over 2D T1 FS
sequence are multiple. First, a large and complete coverage of
the head and neck area in one acquisition is possible. This
feature appears to be very important as it may allow identifying
and localising all lesions in a single acquisition. In order to have
the same z-axis coverage, the axial T1 SE sequence should be
performed twice, with a significant longer MR protocol. Sec-
ond, 3D T1 FS SPACE sequence has a shorter acquisition time
with the advantage of both shorter total MR protocol time and
robustness to movement artefacts. 3D T1 SPACE sequence has
an acquisition time of a little more than 3 min, compared to
almost 11 min for two axial T1 sequences (necessary for
covering the whole neck area). Third, it enables MPR parallel
and curved reconstructions (Fig. 3) as well as thin maximum
intensity projections (MIP) reconstruction.MIP reconstructions
provide a panoramic view of the length of the hyperintense
intramural hematoma, which is useful for correct localisation of
the dissection, especially in tortuous arterial segments.

A direct comparison with 3D TOF sequence is beyond
the scope of this article. Nonetheless, it seems that it has
some advantages, or at least complementary information to
TOF sequence, because it offers a natural “dark blood”
contrast with very good visibility of the intramural hemato-
ma, whereas on TOF (“white blood” sequence), the vessel
wall hematoma can be distinguished from intraluminal flow
signal only because of its relatively lower signal intensity
and the separating intimal vessel boundary.

The intramural hematoma showed a wide variety of sig-
nal intensities from mild to moderate and very bright hyper-
intensities, depending on the age of the hematoma [17]. The
T1 signal intensity was similar on the two FS sequences.
Late controls showed the disappearance of the wall T1
hyperintensity (Fig. 5).

We have obtained a very good fat saturation in the head
and neck area on T1 SPACE sequence in most patients. In
the proximity of the shoulders, the superficial fat was sub-
optimally saturated, but the deep perivascular fat tissue was
frequently properly saturated, allowing for identification of
the V1 segment (Fig. 6). The two reviewers determined that
the saturation of the fat surrounding the proximal cervical
vessels was not satisfactory in only one case. In such cases,
axial 2D T1 SE could be used as an alternative. In other
segments of the vertebral arteries (such as V2 and V3), fat
saturation was always excellent and subacute hematoma
was clearly visible.

Patient 5 had been operated for a post-traumatic cervical
disc hernia. We noticed relatively few artefacts on 3D T1
SPACE sequence related to the metallic surgical material,
allowing for good visualisation of the adjacent vertebral
arteries (Fig. 6). Post-operative metallic hardware is known
to induce artefacts on T1 FS SE images, due to magnetic
field (B0 and B1) inhomogeneity, rendering the analysis of
the adjacent vertebral arteries extremely difficult [18].

We have also implemented this sequence for a 3-T Siemens
Trio machine and it seems to offer similar advantages

Fig. 4 Patient no. 2, 54-year-
old man, presented with left
hemiparesthesia and dysarthria
after physical exercise. Coronal
MIP reconstruction of 3D
T1 FS SPACE (a) shows the
subacute mural hematoma
in the cervical right ICA
(black arrowhead). MIP
reconstruction of gadolinium-
enhanced MR angiography of
the head and neck vessels (b)
shows a tapering stenosis of
the ICA and two distal pseudo-
aneurysms (white arrow)
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compared to the axial T1 SE FS sequence. Similar approaches
exist on other manufacturers of MR machines [19].

These initial results should be confirmed on larger series.
The limitation of this sequence seems to be the incomplete

saturation of fat in the lower cervical region, but usually the
deep perivascular fat is properly saturated. The axial FS T1
SE sequence has also less than perfect fat saturation at the
shoulders level, but it could be a useful alternative for the

Fig. 6 Patient no. 5, 36-year-
old male with C3–C4 disc
hernia, adjacent spinal cord
contusion and cerebellar
syndrome after motor vehicle
accident. Sagittal (a), coronal
(b) and axial (c) MPRs show
limited artefacts (white arrows)
of the C3–C4 surgical material
(metallic plate and interbody
cage), with satisfactory
visualisation of the vertebral
arteries; the left vertebral artery
was dissected at the V3–V4
levels (not shown). Note the
suboptimal fat saturation in the
subcutaneous fat planes at the
level of the shoulders (white
arrowheads), but proper
saturation along the proximal
vertebral arteries segments
(black arrows)

Fig. 5 Patient no. 4 (see
above). Ten-week control shows
complete disappearance of the
arterial wall hyperintensity
(lower two rows) compared to
the acute phase (upper two rows)
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analysis of the this region. We cannot exclude the possibility
of false-negative results in our series on both T1 FS sequen-
ces, especially due to small vessel wall hematomas, but
SPACE sequence seems to be better adapted to depict them,
due to the superior spatial resolution.

Conclusion

3D T1 FS SPACE has the potential to replace the time con-
suming axial FS T1 SE sequence because it is a fast isotropic
sequence offering a wide coverage of the neck, very good fat
saturation and excellent delineation of wall hematoma in the
acute and subacute phases of cervical arteries dissection.
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